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GENERAL FACT SHEET 

 
Mezzanine view overlooking AREA15. 

 
ABOUT AREA15: 

 
AREA15, located minutes from the Las Vegas Strip represents 
the world’s first purpose-built immersive entertainment district 
offering live events, distinctive attractions, interactive art 
installations, extraordinary design elements, unique retail, 
ground-breaking technology, bars and eateries and much more. 
AREA15’s curated mix of dynamic destinations—including 
Meow Wolf’s Omega Mart, Lost Spirits Distillery, Illuminarium, 
Dueling Axes, Five Iron Golf, The Beast, Wink World: Portals 
Into the Infinite, Museum Fiasco, Virtualis VR and many more—
represents what’s next in experiential entertainment. With a 
robust, ever-changing roster of concerts, events, immersive art 
exhibitions, out-of-this-world nightlife and boundary-pushing 
production shows, AREA15 attracts visitors of all ages. 
Expanding across 20 acres in Las Vegas, AREA15 will soon 
welcome even more immersive destinations, including Universal 
Destinations & Experiences’ new, year-round horror 
entertainment experience Horror Unleashed. 
 

PHOTOS AND 
VIDEO: 
 
ACCOLADES: 

Click here to download. 
 
 

AREA15 has received numerous accolades, including being 
named:  

● “Another Unmissable Stop for Art Lovers” by The Times 
UK  

https://area15.com/
https://app.air.inc/a/bPCePVGQS/b/0b0bc7f5-16d0-4219-af51-d1837dc94c01
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● “Most Innovative Venue in the USA” by Timeout 

● “Best Immersive Art Experience” by USA Today 10Best 
Readers’ Choice Travel Awards  

● One of “The 10 Most Innovative Urban Development and 
Real Estate Companies of 2020” by Fast Company  

● “Best Attraction” for three consecutive years as well as 
“Best Place for Your Instagram Shot” and “Best Rave 
Resurgence” by Las Vegas Weekly Readers’ Choice 
Best of Vegas Awards 

● “Best Arts Hub” by Vegas Magazine  

● Claiming the No. 1 spot in Blooloop’s “World’s Top 11 
Immersive Art Experiences”  

● Being included in Las Vegas Magazine’s Hall of Fame. 
 

Experiences and Attractions 

● Asylum Bar + Arcade - Fusing vintage arcade nostalgia 
with a contemporary twist is Asylum Bar + Arcade. The 
destination offers gaming options for every taste and skill 
level and features a notable selection of craft beers, draft 
cocktails, boozy slushies, wine, liquor and more.  

● Birdly – A virtual reality attraction that mimics every aspect 
of the avian experience, giving the sensations of the wind 
beneath your wings and providing a bird’s-eye view of some 
of the richest landscapes in the digital world.  

● Brainstorm – How does Brainstorm know what you’re 
thinking? Guests move their bodies to light up Brainstorm’s 
reaction centers, which read their unique thoughts, hopes 
and dreams and transmit nearly infinite response patterns, 
never delivering the same experience twice.  

● Dueling Axes – The nation’s premier indoor axe-throwing 
lounge satisfies guests’ drive for new experiences, providing 
an exhilarating activity for groups of all sizes.  

● Five Iron Golf – Five Iron Golf provides an urban indoor golf 
experience combining a unique mixture of golf, design and 
entertainment with a community-focused vision of making 
the game more inclusive and accessible.  

● Illuminarium – From exhilarating natural wonders to 
enriching cultural moments and beyond, Illuminarium 
delivers a sensory experience like no other by fully 
immersing you in the world’s most extraordinary 
experiences. The attraction is brought to life through an 
unprecedented blend of 4K laser projection providing guests 
a connected and shared entertainment journey. Illuminaruim 
features several experiences, including SPACE: A Journey 
to the Moon & Beyond – which includes stunning discoveries 
from the all-new James Webb telescope – as well as WILD: 

https://asylumarcade.com/
https://area15.com/experiences/birdly/
https://area15.com/experiences/brainstorm/
https://www.theduelingaxes.com/
https://fiveirongolf.com/
https://area15.com/experiences/illuminarium/
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A Safari Experience – which allows visitors to come face-to-
face with the world’s most exotic animals.  

● LIFTOFF Bar and Ride – LIFTOFF Bar & Ride is an open-
air panoramic observation experience. Guests can grab a 
drink and take a ride up 130-feet high while strapped into a 
seat, feet dangling. At its apex, the ride will slowly rotate for 
extraordinary, 360-degree views of the Las Vegas Strip and 
vistas far and wide. 

● Haley’s Comet – Dip, soar, and glide down The Spine, the 

nerve center of AREA15. Enjoy the view from above as you 

race a friend on the world’s first dual-track rollerglider.  

● Lost Spirits Distillery – Described by Smithsonian 
Magazine as “a high-end Willy Wonka experience for adults 
and a Disneyland for drinkers”, Lost Spirits is one of the 
world’s top distilleries with an immersive tour that resembles 
a surreal amusement park.  

● Meow Wolf’s Omega Mart – Omega Mart is the newest 
interactive experience from Santa Fe’s groundbreaking art 
collective, Meow Wolf. Featuring jaw-dropping work from 
international and local artists, Omega Mart sends 
participants of all ages on a journey through surreal worlds, 
immersive storytelling, and playful nuggets of the 
imagination. Discover secret portals, play and explore 
among unexpected landscapes, or simply soak up the 
innovative art as you venture beyond an extraordinary 
supermarket into parts unknown. In other words, you have 
no idea what’s in store for you.  

● Museum Fiasco – Museum Fiasco is an immersive 
audiovisual installation that explores relationships between 
space, time and perception. Through a carefully crafted 
synchronization between sound and light, and a will for 
exploring the limits of human perception, a very special 
experience is created which transports you into a psychic 
journey of abstract geometry.  

● OZ Ride – Situated at the frontier of virtual reality, OZ Ride 
by BackLight offers distinctive VR adventures. OZ Ride 
offers one of two adventures while seated in a sensory 
enhancing chair with 3D effects and high-fidelity rendering 
headset. Far Reach takes you on a space odyssey 
throughout the galaxy while Birdly King Land is a chase to 
get a stolen burger back. 

● Particle Quest – An interactive AR experience reveals the 
secret backstory lurking just beneath the surface of AREA15.  

● Virtualis VR – Powered by the latest technology in virtual 
reality, Virtualis VR provides full-body tracking, advanced 

https://area15.com/experiences/liftoff/
https://area15.com/experiences/haleys-comet/
https://www.lostspirits.net/
https://meowwolf.com/
https://area15.com/experiences/museum-fiasco/
https://area15.com/experiences/oz-ride/
https://area15.com/experiences/particle-quest/
https://area15.com/experiences/virtualis-vr/
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haptics, tracked objects and phenomenal 4D effects for an 
immersive team survival or player vs. player experience.  

● Wink World: Portals Into The Infinite – Designed by Blue 
Man Group Co-Founder Chris Wink, “Wink World: Portals 
Into The Infinite” encompasses six infinity-mirror rooms, 
each one featuring a stunning production number 
choreographed to original music. 

 
Event & Entertainment Venues 

● A-Lot – Offering sweeping views of the Las Vegas Strip, A-
Lot is a customizable outdoor space suitable for events, 
parties, or any other experience AREA15 has yet to imagine.  

● Art Island – The first-ever permanent gallery for the 
exhibition of large-scale, commercially available, festival-
inspired artwork.  

● Sanctuary (Elora Hardy of Ibuku Design Studio) – Made 
from bamboo carefully selected from the islands of Bali and 
Java, Sanctuary offers a tranquil place to gather, rest and 
reflect.  

● The Portal – A down-the-rabbit-hole, multi-use room inside 
AREA15 outfitted with state-of-the-art, 360-degree, 3D 
projection-mapped walls.  

● The Quarters – The Quarters provides a versatile space 
across several meeting rooms, its main exhibit room and a 
second-level deck. Nestled within the vibrant tapestry of 
AREA15, the space is designed to cater to corporate 
meetings, holiday parties and VIP soirées. Similarly to 
AREA15’s Portal, the venue also offers floor-to-ceiling 
projection mapping technology.  

● The Wall – AREA15’s most intimate event space is perfect 
for corporate gatherings, special occasions, intimate 
weddings, birthday parties and other small events. The 
understated industrial-inspired space is illuminated by a 
large LED screen that can become the focal point of your 
event or create any environment or vibe. The room features 
state-of-the-art amenities, a green room, a private bar and 
top-of-the-line audio, visual and lighting systems. The Wall 
is the perfect canvas for creating an unforgettable event 
experience. 
 

Programming & Ongoing Events 

● Radiance Wellness – Immersive wellness experiences take 
place in the 360-degree projection-mapped Portal, featuring 
transporting imagery and sound while allowing participants 
to engage in practices such as yoga, mindfulness, 
breathwork and the overall health of mind, body and spirit. 

https://area15.com/experiences/wink-world/
https://area15.com/radiance/
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● Massives – A hybrid between typical concerts and over-the-
top festival experiences, Massives are a place where music, 
art, performance and spectacle collide.  

 
Eat & Drink 

● Conduit Café – As the perfect caffeinating pitstop for any 
tech-savvy wanderer, Conduit Café offers cold brew, classic 
espresso, cozy cappuccinos, refreshing iced lattes and 
more. Bite-sized grab-and-go food items such as 
sandwiches, wraps and pastries are also available.  

● Dream Weaver Milk & Boba Bar – Dream Weaver Milk & 
Boba Bar is a delightful soft serve and boba tea oasis 
transporting guests to a whimsical world of fun and fantasy. 

● Kaia Handroll - Kaia Handroll offers a vibrant, modern take 
on sushi handrolls inspired by traditional Japanese flavors 
and techniques. Meaning “of the sea,” Kaia features an array 
of fresh handroll selections and chef pairings, including 
lobster truffle, blue crab and bluefin tuna as well as classic 
and vegetarian options. 

● LIFTOFF Bar & Ride – Step into a space inspired by 
aeronauts of the past. Perfect for intimate events, cocktail 
hours, team building, or anything you can imagine. Enjoy a 
lounge, full bar, and catered options complete with 
customizable lights and sound. Treat your guests to a 
panoramic skyline experience of Las Vegas as an added 
bonus.  

● Lumin Café – Curated by executive chef Billy Reid, Lumin 
Café offers creative American cuisine complimented by craft 
cocktails, sweet treats and delicious coffee. 

● Oddwood – Located in the heart of AREA15 is Oddwood 
Bar. At the center of the bar is an ever-changing, nearly 23-
foot-high Japanese maple tree with more than 5,000 
twinkling LED lights creating a romantic, enchanting vibe. 

● Rocket Fizz – A new twist on an old-fashioned soda pop and 
candy shop, Rocket Fizz offers a line of saltwater taffy that 
comes in tempting flavors such as Banana Split, Chocolate 
Malt, and Strawberry Cheesecake.  

● The Beast – As a fresh take on the food hall concept, The 
Beast offers a curated map of flavors from around the world. 
Guests can enjoy an extensive menu featuring burgers, 
sandwiches, pizzas, salads, steaks, desserts and more. 
Beverages include a tempting selection of specialty 
cocktails, fishbowls, beer, wine and non-alcoholic 
beverages.  
 

Shopping & Retail 

https://area15.com/eat-drink/conduit-cafe/
https://area15.com/eat-drink/dreamweaver/
https://kaiahandroll.com/
https://area15.com/experiences/liftoff/
https://www.illuminarium.com/lv/lumin-cafe
https://www.oddwoodbar.com/
https://rocketfizz.com/
https://area15.com/eat-drink/the-beast-by-todd-english/
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● AREA15 Swag Shop – Featuring AREA15-branded 
merchandise and clothing, guests can shop for a variety of 
items to remind them of their out-of-this-world experience at 
the immersive entertainment district.  

● Kappa Toys Glow – Kappa Toys, a design-minded toy store 
with a curated selection of nostalgic classics and never-
before-seen oddities, features a dazzling selection of 
illuminated and glow-in-the-dark toys for youngsters and the 
young at heart at its AREA15 location. 

● Wild Muse Boutique – A unique retail bazaar inside The 
SPINE, Wild Muse Boutique features one-of-a-kind, 
handcrafted, sustainable apparel, accessories, art and eco-
friendly health and wellness products from both local and 
global creators.  

 
SQUARE 
FOOTAGE:  

● Total square footage: 390,000, including indoor and 
outdoor spaces. 

● A-Lot – 32,000-square-foot outdoor event space 

● The Portal – 6,584-square-foot indoor event space 
featuring four walls of projection-mapped screens.  

● Sanctuary – 1,900-square-foot, 34-foot-high bamboo 
volcano structure by Ibuku.  

● The Grounds – Four-acre (190,000 square feet), outdoor 
festival grounds. 

● The Wall – 5,000 square feet of indoor event space 
featuring one LED video wall. 
 

LOCATION:  
 

3215 South Rancho Drive  
Las Vegas, Nevada 89102 

PARKING: 
 
WEBSITE: 

More than 800 free parking spaces. 
 
www.AREA15.com 

 

 

SOCIAL MEDIA: Facebook: @AREA15LasVegas 
Twitter: @AREA15Official  
Instagram: @AREA15Official  
TikTok: @AREA15Official  
YouTube: AREA15 
 

 

HASHTAG: #AREA15 
 

 

MEDIA 
CONTACTS: 
 

Desiree Vontur/Erika Pope 
The Vox Agency 
desiree@thevoxagency.com, erika@thevoxagency.com 
(702) 569-0616, (702) 249-2977 

  

http://www.area15.com/
http://www.area15.com/
https://www.facebook.com/Area-15-328444307601406/
https://www.facebook.com/Area-15-328444307601406/
https://www.facebook.com/Area-15-328444307601406/
https://www.facebook.com/Area-15-328444307601406/
https://twitter.com/area_fifteen?lang=en
https://twitter.com/area15official
https://twitter.com/area_fifteen?lang=en
https://twitter.com/area_fifteen?lang=en
https://twitter.com/area_fifteen?lang=en
https://www.instagram.com/area15bunker/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/area15official
https://www.instagram.com/area15official
https://www.tiktok.com/@area15official
https://www.instagram.com/area15bunker/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/area15bunker/?hl=en
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UClfIefYoC2PDM8DJDwA7_MA/videos?view_as=subscriber
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UClfIefYoC2PDM8DJDwA7_MA/videos?view_as=subscriber
mailto:desiree@thevoxagency.com
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